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Abstract

Asstlmlng a few-collision sequence near the surface for the near-

threshold ion-induced desorption, analytic formulae for the threshold

energies of the ion-induced desorption are derived for possible combina-

Lions of the projectile, the substrate and the adsorbate under the condi-

lion that the adsorbate atoms are isolated from each other. The ob･tained

formulae include explicitly the angle oL Incidence. The ion-induced

desorption thresholds are found to depend strongly on the combination of

the projectile, the substr&te atom. and the adsorbate atom.

The threshold mechanism corresponds te the minimum F.A▲lergy-loss pr-ocesB.

The minimum energy-loss condition says that the particle with the smallest

mass among the projectile, the substrate atom &nd the adsorbate atom

should move in solids.

It is found that the atomic mass of the projectile is larger than that

oL the substr&te atom, the desorptlon threshold is a decreasing function

of the angle of incidence. On the other hand, when the atomic, mass of

the pro.jectile is less than those of the stl.bstrate atom and the adsor-

bate ato打! Or When the atomic mass of the adsorbate atom is less than

those of the substrate atom and the projec･tile, the deBOrption thresholds

are not 芦enSitive to the angle of incidence.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The surface of the wall material in a fusion reactor is usually covered

with adsorbate atoms such as H, D, S, etc. Due to bombardment of ion,

electron and photon, these adsorbed atoms are released into the plasma

bollndary. Thus, surface layers &re a significant source of both plasma

particles and impurities and therefore play an important role 王or hydrogen

reく!yC)lng and impurity ∫)ux. Yields of the ion-indllCed desorptlon are

mu乍h hlgherL by a factor oユf two or three than those of electron-induced and

pわqton_-induced desorptions. Therefore. the eoneern of this paper is the

ion-induced desorption.

The temperature of the edge plasma is very low and usually less than

100 eV, meanwhile the binding energy of adsorbed atom is of the order of

0.5 eV f(Ir physisorption and is of the order of several eⅠeetron volts for

chemisorptlon. Therefore it is very important to know the threshold

energy oL the ion-induced desorption.

About ten years ago Liu et al. investigatLed theoretically and ex-

perimentally the threshold energy for the desorption of hydrocarbons from

silver under Ar+ ion impact(1]. Using a single collision model, they

dやrived 8 Simple formula fo__r the threshold energy, bllt their model did not

take into account the effect of the surface binding energy and the coll卜

sion between the adsorbate &tom and the substrate surface ex-plicitly.

Up to now there is no theory on the the threshold energy of the ion-

iflduced desorptlon which can be applied to any comblnatio!1 0f a

projectile, a stlbstrate atom, and an adsorbate atom. Employing the binary

collision approximation and a-few-collision model【2】. in this papefr, a

simple analytic formul& for the threshold energy Of the ion-induced

desorption will be derived under the assumption that the adsorbed atoms

are completely isolated from each other.
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Ⅱ . A FEW-COLLISION MODEL AND THEORY OF DESORPTION THRESHOLDS

Recent computer simulations on the low-energy sputtering indicate that

the collision sequences leading to the ejection of target atoms are very

short for the near-threshold sputtering and that the collision events

take place at topmost layer or the second l&yer [3,4]. It is quite

reasonable to assume that this situation would be s且milar to the ion

induced-desorption process in the near-threshold energy region.

In the case that adsorbed atoms are completely isolated from each

other. three different mech&nisms can contribute to the ion-induced

desorption process【5】, i.e., the direct knockoff contribution (Mechanism

1), the refletLcled-ion contribution (Mechanism 2), and the sputtered-atom

contribution (Mechanism 3). Schematic representations of these three

mechanlsms are given in Fig. 1, where Mechanlsm 3 is further divided into

批CHRNI5H I

HECHRH)SH 3R

HECHRNISH 2

MECHRH15H 38

三

｡

projectile

O sⅦbstrate

O &dsorbate

Fi名. i Schematic represelltations of ion-induced desorption mechanism,

uhere the adsorbate atom is assumed to be'comp]etely isolated.
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two patterllS, i.e.. Mechanism 3A and Mechanism 3B. In the case of

Mechanism 3A the projectile moves inside the substrate, while the sub-

strate atom moves inside the substrate in the case of Mech&nism 3B.

The most important factor of determining the threshold energy is the

binding force between the adsorbed atom and substrate atoms. Physisorption

is due to van der Waals force which is a long-range interaction. There一

fore the planar potential is very reasonable as the surface barrier be-

tween an outgoing adsorbed atom and substrate atoms. On the other hand,

chemisorption is due to exchange or sharing of electrons between an adsor-

bate atom and a substrate atom, since the speeds of outgoing adsorbate

atoms due to the low-energy ion bombardment are very slow as compared with

those of the valence electrons. Then,in this paper, we will employ the

planar potential as the surface barrier for the ion-induced desorption.

2.1 Mechanism 1

ln the case of Mechanism 1 an incoming projectile hits an adsorbate, and

the adsorbate is reflected from the substrate surface either directly or

after several collisions･ Let Eo be the incident energy of the

projectlle･ apd 8o be the angle of incidence which is measured from the

surface normal (see Fig. 2 ).

1f the atomic configuration oL the solid is fixed, the scattering

angles of subsequent Collisions are a ftlnetion of the impact parameter of

the first (:ollision between the projectile and the adsorbate atoms.

However, it is reasonable that for the threshold desorption in an amor-

phous target any atomic configuration is allowed [2]. This assumption

means that each scattering angle of the successive collisions is an inde-

pendent variable 【2】.

Since the minimum energy-loss process is the equa卜scattering angle one

in the incident plane, the scattering angles of the successive (m + 2)

collisions after the first collision are assumed to be equal. Then, the
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e,nergiesL- and total scattering angles are given as

や1
El=Eor13Sin2- ,

2

βm

Em+3=El(I-r32Sin2-)m+2 .

2

01 = 8o' ( TZ
- ¢1 )/2

∂m+3= 81+ (m+2)αm ,

'#num
Fig. 2 The schematic representation of ion-induced desorption process

due to Mechanism 1
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where め 1
is the scattering angle in the clen-ter-oトmass (CM) system at~ the

first collision' βm is the CM scattering angle of the equa卜angle scat-

tering process inside the solid, αm is the scattJring angle in the

laboratory (L) sysie)i?, and 8
j

is the total scattering after the j-th coレ

IIsion which ls measured from the surface normal. The energy transfer

factor rij is given as

4MiMj

γij
三

(=i +=j)2

(5)

where Ml' M2 and H3 are the atomic masses of projectile･ the substrate

atom. and the adsorbate atom, respectively.

Since we assume the planar potential as the surface barrier, the verti-

cal comt"Rent ET+ of the energy of the outgoing adsorbate atom.is given &s

follows:

¢1

EI+=Eor13Sin2-(1- r32Sin2

2

¢1

x sin2(oo--+(m+2)am)

2

(6)

Since we &sBtlme random configllration of substrate &toms for the near

threshold desorption' the scattering angle ¢1 and αm are independent

variables. The threshold energy of this mechani怠m corresponds to the maxi-

mum value of EI◆ which can be obtained by differentiating EI◆ step by step

vlth respect to ¢1 and am･

From the condiuon of 8EI+/8am= 0 we have

7t
- ¢1

8o+ + (m'2)am' 8 =
7t ･

ー･6-
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where

8 =

arccos(1
-

FL322sin2αm)1/2 く8)

with the definition of LL32=M3/M2 ･

using the maximum condition of Eq･ (7) the vertical component Et+ can be

rewritten in the form

EI+≡ Eoγ13Sin2

(1
-

′l322sin2αm)1/2
+ 〟32eOSαm 2m+4

I + 〃32

(1 -

FL322sin2am)･

(9)

The vertical component EI+ of Eq･ (9) is a function of ¢1･ and the m&Ⅹi-

mum condition of 8EI+/8¢1=O yields

7t
- ¢1

(10)

2

Finally we have the expression of the maximum vertical component EI+1

I
｡e●I

cos8
+ (〟322 -

cos28)1/2 2m+4

EⅠ◆=Eoγ13eOS4∂ 〔 〕 (ll)

1 + 〟32

where 8 is the solution of the following transcendental equation.'

(JL322 ･-

sin28 )1/2

2∂ + (m ◆ 2)areeos

〟32
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when the maximum vertical component El+ is equal to the binding energ}･ EB,

the incident energy Eo corresponds to thre首hold energy EⅠth Of Mechanism

1, i.e.,

EB 1

EIth ≡

1 + 〟32

r13 COS48 cos8 + (FL322
-sin28)1/2

2m+4

〕 . (13)

Now. let us discuss the Condition of the minimum energy-loss process.

The recoil angle of the first collision is equal to the supplementary

angle 8 of the deflection angle of the outgoing adsorbate due to the sur-

face barrier. The angle 8 is equal to the scattering angle in the L sys-

ten when the projectile (adsorbate)is aも rest and the target (substrate)

atom is moving' and so there is a very simple relation between am and 8 ,

i･e･･ am' 8 = βm･ This relation means that the transcendental equa-

tion (12) can be solved analytically only for m = 0, where m =: O e()r-

responds to the three-collision-dcsorption process.

Unfortunately, the transcendental equation (i2) with arbitrary m can-

not be solved &nalytically. The following approximate sollltion is very

useful in the whole region of 〝32･
●

7t
- 8o

0 ≒ ′L32Sln

m+ 2 + 2〝32

7t
- O

o

〟32･ く14)

m◆ 2 + 2〟32

The comparison between the exact solutions and the approximate values cat-

culated from Eq.(14) is shown in Fig. 3 for m = 2. The agreement is very

good in the whole region of the mass r8tio FL32, especially for large

angles of incidence. The corresponding approximate formula for the
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thュ,eShold energy is given as

EB

ETlh =

T32,∩

Where

γ13 COS2(T32●m〟32)

1 + 〟32

× 〔

呈<

cos(T32,∩ 〟32) +〝32COS(T32Im)

7t-8o

m+ 2 + 2〃32

2m+4

〕 , (15)

(16)

Fig. 3 Comparison of the exact sohJtions with the approximate solutions which

are a:atcl=a七6d from Eq. (14). The ciErcular marks mean the exact solution

of Eq. (12), and-the- SOT-rtidI i,nes correspolld to appJrDXinat=e solutions.

The collision number m of Eq. (13) means the nllmber of sllCCeSSive col-
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1isions in the substrate which does not include the collisions with sub-

stratc atoms at the topmost layer. From the theoretical point of view it

is very difficult to determine this collision number m.

In Fig. 4 the m-dependences of threshold energies of Mechanism 1 are

shown as a function■ of the mass ratio 〃32, Where the approximate

threshold energies Calculated froI¶ Eq. (15) are also drawn in broken

lines. As the mass ratio becomes large, threshold energies depend

str･ongly on the mass ratio and I_he collision number, because the energy

loss due to one t3011igion becomes large. The present approximate formula

is excellent for 〟32く1･

1O-I 100 IO] 1O2

日nSS RRT18 (M3/H2)

Fig. 4 comparison of the exact threshold energies EIth (Eq･(13)) with

the
approximateTtthWhich

are calculated from Eq･ (15), where

the angle of incidence js norma一, and m is the coIIision number

inside the substratc material. The solid lines and the broken

lines correspond to EIth
and官1th, reSPeCもively･

2.2 Mechani8m 2
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In the case of Mechan,ism 2 a projectile penet-rates furtherinto the sub-

strat色 targ-et after~ collision w+ith the substrate &Iom. and it isr reflelCted

at some depth in the substrate. On its way out the. reflected projecti･le

knocks off the adsorbed atom on the topmost layer.

The schematic representation of Mechanism 2 is draLWn in Fig. 5. After

the first collision the projectile with energy El is &ssumed to make

(m+1) equal-angle scatterings with substrate atoms. The vertical com-

ponent EⅡ◆ of the energy Em+3 0f the knocked off adsorbate is given as

¢1 βm

EⅢ+ =Eor13(1 -r12 Sin2-)(1 -r12 Sin2-)m+1sln2

2 2

¢2

× sin2(8o+Oa･←(m十l)am--)I

2

(17)

where ¢2 i三 the CM scattering angle at the (m' 3)th collision of the

projectile with the adsorbate atom･ and βa is the scattering angle in the

L system at the first collision which is represented in terms of the CM

scattering ¢1' i･e･'

sin¢1
0

a=arctan-

JL12 +COS¢1

(18)

Mechanism 2 of the ion-induced desorption is very similar to Mechanism

.′

2C of the sputtering threshold in Ref. 2. Then we can easily know the

maximllm Condition of the vertical Component EⅡ十Of Eq･ (17〉･ The maximum

conditions are the following:

1) The scattering angle 8a ls equal to the scattering an叫e
am which is

the scattering angle ln the L system during the successive (m +ll) equal-

angle scattering proces岳.

--ll-



2) The ree･oil angle is equal to the angle βb Which is the scattering

-angle
in the L system when the projectile

is at rest and the substrate

?tom is moving, .i.e.,

_?一三_壬Fie. 5 The schematic representation of ion-indtJCed desorption of

Mechanism 2

〟12Sin¢1

βb ≡
aretan (19)

1 +

〃12eOS¢1

Therefore there is a simple relation of 0
a'

eb: ¢1･

3) The supplementary angle of the deflection angle of the outgoing adsor-

bate ls equal to the angle a
b･

Uslng the above-mentioned maxlmtlm COnditlons, we have the following ex

pressio-I for the threshold energy E耳lh Of Mechanism 2:

E8 (1 + LL12)2m+4

Enth= I

r13 (1+fL12 COS¢1)4 (1+2〟12 COS¢1+〟122)m

- 1.2-

(20)



where ¢ 1
is the solution of the following transcendental equation:

28b' (m'2)0 a=
7( - 8o

･ (21)

Only for m = O the abpve transcendental equation can be solved

analytically, 1･e･' ¢1 = (A7t -

8o)/2, where m=O means the three-

collision-desorption process.

Mechanism 2 is in a sense the inverse process of Mechanism 1.

Therefore, the express10n Of the threshold energy should have the similar

form. With the help of Eq. (19)耳q. (20) can be Written in the form

EB 1

EⅡth=

1 + 〟12

r13 COS4eb COS8b+ (JL122-sin28b)I/2

2m･'p4

〕 . (22)

This expression is completely the same as that of Eq. (13) lE one replace

LL12 by JL32' and 8b is the solution of the equation

(JL122
-

sin2eb)1/2

28b ' (m'2)arccos = 7(
- e

o.
(2P,)

〟丁2

and slmllarlly to Mechanlsn 1 we have the following approximate formula

～EHlh
≡

r 13 COS4(I 12,mJL 12)

1 ◆ 〃12

× 〔

cos(T121mJL12) + LL12 COS(T12,m)

-13-
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10-I
12

10 10-I IOO 10] lD2

M∩SS RRT‖】 (Ml/M2】

Fig･ 6 Comparison of the exact threshold energies EⅡth With the approximate

ones印lh Which are calcu]ated from Eq. (24), where the angle of

incidence is normal, and m is the collision number inside the substrate

materia-･ The so]id 号ines and the broken fines correspond to E71th and

帥th, respectively.

In Fig. 6. the m-dependences of threshold energies of Mechanism 2 are

shown as a function of J112 for the normal incidence, where the ap-

proximate threshold energies are also drawn in broken lines･ The JL12

-dependences and the m-dependences of EⅡ
th

are COmpletely the Same aS

those of Et th Which are shown in Fig･ 4･

2.3 Mechanlsm 3

Mechanism 3 means the sputtered-atom contribution, and the outward flux

of sputtered substrate atoms knock off adsorbate atoms on their Way out.

Therefore. Mechanism 3 is the same mechanism as the near-threshold

-･14-



mechanism of sputtering. Then Mechanism 3 can be divided into two

patterns, i.e., Mechanism 3A and Mechanism 3B.

In the ease of the Mechanism 3A the projectile after the first colli-

sion makes several scatterings with substrate atoms, and finally knocks

off the substrate atom near the surface. This sputtered atom hits the ad-

sorbate atom at the outermost layer. This mechanism is important for the

case where the the atomic mass of the projectile is smaller than that of

the substrate atom (see Fig. 7).

Hl

Eo

HECHANISH 3A

NECHANISM 3B

M;m･j

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of ion･induced desorption of

Mechanism 3A and 3B.
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In th case of Mechanlsm 3B, the primary recoil atom is prodllCed &t the

first collision. After several equal-mass collisions, the primary recoil

atom kicks off the adsorbed atom at the topmost layer (see Fig. 7).

During a sequence of equal mass Collisions the second or higher recoil

atom wi11 be produced, but from the viewpoint of threshold energy the

higher-order recoil atom can be regarded as the scattering of the primary

reeoll atom 【2】.

First of all let us discu.sB Mechanism 3A. As is shown in the upper

column of Fig･ 7･ after ike first collision the projectile with energy El

is assumed to make the m equal-angle collisions with the substrate atoms.

The vertical component EA+ o至the energy Em+3 0f the outgoing adsorbate

atom ls given as

¢1 βm

EA+=Eor12r23 (1-r12Sin2-)(1- r12Sin2-)m

2 2

¢2 ¢3

× sin2--sin2-eos2(βo+ ∂a+mαm

2 2

¢2+ ¢3

),(25)

Where ¢2 and ¢3 are the CM scattering angles of the (m･ 2)th- and the

(m + 3)th- co11isions. respectively. This expression is the same as that

of Mechanism 2C of sputtering thresholds of Ref. 2 except for the addi-

tional term γ23･

Differentiations with respect to ¢3' ¢2' βm, ¢1 yield the following

expression for the threshold energy EAth Of Mechanism 3A:

EB (1+〟12)2m+2(1+2〟12eOS¢1+〟122)2-m

EAlh ≡

EAth ≡

Or

γ12γ23 (1十〟12eOS¢1)6

EB 1 1 + 〟12

γ12γ23 eOS6∂b eOSβb十(〝122
-

sin2βb)
1/2

-16-
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where ¢1 and βa are the solutions of the following transcendental

equations:

Sob+ (m+I)8a-- 7t - O
o I

(〃122 -

sin2∂b)1/2

3∂b + (m◆1)arceos = 7t - 8o ･

(28)

(29)

〟12

Here, 8a and 8b Of Eq･ (28) are I-unctions of ¢1 0f which explicit expres-

sion are given by Eqs･ (18) and (19), and the approximilte formula for EAth

is easily obtained in a similar manner:

EB

%AIh ;

r12r23 COS6(r12,m〃12)

1 ◆ 〟12 2m+2

〕 . (30)

eos(T 12,m〃 12)+〟12COS(T 12,m)

For Mechanism 3B the vertical component EB+ of Em+3 is as follows;

¢1 βm

EB+ = Eor12r23 Sin2 -cos2m-sin2

2 2

¢1-mβm' ¢3

× cos2(eo- (31)

where use is made of am= βm/2 because of the equal-mass colllslon･

This eXpreS!.'ion has the same form as that of the spllttering mechanism

Mechanism 1 of Ref･ 2 except for the additional term r23･

Then we have very simple formula for Mechanism 3B as follows:

-17-



EB

γ12γ23

EBlb ≡

(m'2)7t '28o

sin2m◆8

2m + 8

(32)

Fig. 8 Threshold energies of Mechanism 3 and comparison of the exact ones

E Ath (solid lines) with the approximate ones伊th
(broken =nes)

uhich are calculated from Eq. (32), where the angle of incidence

is norma一, and m is the co一lision number inside the substrate.

In Fig. 8 the threshold energies of 川eehanlsm 3 are plotted as a fun°-

tlon of mass ratio FL12 for different values m･ The threshold mechanism

for FI12 く1 i8Mechanism3A, while that for FE12 〉 1 Mechanism3B･ This

･mass-ratio
dependence of r23Eth/EB is coincident vilttn the relative

threshold energy of the sputtering yield. The present approximate formula

EAlh is very good for m = i or m = 2.

The ion-indllCed desorptlon thresholds derived in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and

2.3 are based on the assumption that the adsorbate atoms are Completely

-18-



isolated. When tlle adsorbate layer is enough thie比, the threshold

energies o.i Mechanism 1 become equal to those of Mechanism 3B, while

Mechanism 2 is equivalent to Mechanism 3A because of M2 = M3･ Therefore,

threshold energies of the ion-induced desorption should show the same

mass-ratio dependence as those of spllttering thresholds.

班. RESULTS ÅND DISCUSSIONS

In the previous chapter the general formlllae for threshold energies of

different desorption meehanisms were derived based on the binary Collision

approximation, where we assumed that any configuration of adsorbate atoms

and sllbstrate atoms was allowed for the threshold meehanlsm and that the

adsorbed atom were completely isolated from each other. Every formula its-

eludes the unknown parameter m which is the collision number inside the

stlbstrate. This collision number Can be regarded 8S the effective eolli-

sion number when one uses the binary collision approximation for the sue-

cessive collisions of very low-energy ion.

Up to now there is no measured data on ion-illduced desorptions for the

near threshold energy ions. Recent works on sputtering thresholds tell us

that m = 1 or m = 2 is reasonable for the estimation of sputtering

thresholds, and, then, m = 2 was used in Ref. 2. Let us llSe again m = 2

for the desorptlon threshold. In Table 1 the expllclt expressions for the

threshold energy oE each mechanism are shown.

From Table 1 we can abstract the following properties of the relative

threshold energy 号th ≡ Eth/Eb at the normal incidence:

1) When 〟32 is less than p12･ぞIthhas the lowervalues thant

I
吉tl lh･ and vice versa･ because号I th

is an increasing function

of 〟32･

2) When p12 is less than unity, Mechanism 3Å ls responsible for the

threshold mechanism only for Mlく M2 く M3 Where r12r23 〉 r13

&nd FL12 く FL32･

-19-



Tahte 1 Theoretical formu一ae of the ion･induced desorption thresho一ds

for different mechanisms.

a
8 is the solution of the transcendental equation

(JL232 -

Sin28 )1/2

2∂ + 4 areeos = 7t
- 8o ･

〟32

b･8b ls the solution of the transcendental equation

(〟122 -

sin2βb)1/2

28b+ 4 8reeOS

〝12

-20-
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3) For M2 =M3'

and gAlh are

4) For the finite

〟12 =0･275･

5) The relative

√甫弼丁

号Ⅰthis equal toぞBth･&nd for Ml=M2･号Ⅱth

equal toぞBth･

value of JL23･ %･AIh has the minimum value at

threshold energyぞBth has the minimum value at M2 =

In the desorption process we have to treat three different ion-target

combinations. Moreocer. it is very difficult to discuss the threshold

energies by some simple scaling r111e. In the following sections the

projectile (Ml) dependence' the substrate (M2) dependence' the adsorbate

(M3) dependence･ and the bombarding-angle (8 o)
dependence of desorption

thresholds Will be discussed one by one.

3.1 The projectile dependence of threshold energies at normal incidence

ln Fig･ 9･ 10 and ll the relative threshold energies Eth/EB at normal

incidence are plotted against the atomic mass (Ml) of the projectile for H

on W, ら on Ni, and S on Si Which correspond to the cases of LL32 くく1● 〟

32 く1, and J上32 〉 1, respectively

ln the case o王 H on W (Fig. 9) the threshold energy of light-ion is

nearly equal to unity, and the threshold mechanism is Mechanism 1 for any

projectile because the condition of 〟32 くJL12 is satlsfled for all

projectiles･ The Ml dependence of this case is given as

Eth 1 1 ◆ 〟32 8

ニ=

ニ〔
EB γ31 1 ･

〟32/√2

(33)

Since r31 is a decreasing function of M1● the relative threshold en,ergy

is an increasing iunct.ion of Ml･

In the case of S on Ni (Fig. 10) Mechanism 2 is responsible for the

threshold mechanism until Ml ≡ 32 which is equal to the atomic mass of
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10● lO1 181

MI

IO+ 101 LOI

Ml

101 10t

Hl

Fi名･ 9The円l-dependences FI'甚･ 10The same as Fig･ 9, Fig･ ll Thesameas Fig･

of thresho一d energies of but for S on Ni. 9, but for S on Si.

various desorption mechanisms

for H onW, Where 8o=0･

the adsorbate S･ ln the region of Mlく 32, FL12 く 1. LL32 〉 1, and M3 1s

less than M2･ This is why the threshold mechanism is Mechanism I is

Mechanism 2･ For'Ml ) 32 the mass ratio JL32 i$ less than unity' and so

Mechanism 1 is responsible for the threshold mechanism･ The Ml dependence

of this case is reasonably predicted by the approximate formul& of Eqs.

(24) and (15).

In the case of S on Si (Fig. ll) the atomic masses of S and Si are

n.early equal, and so the thr-eshold energies of this system is roughly

eqtlal to those of Mechanism 3. When the adsorbate layer is thick, the

atomic mass of &dsorbate atom is equal to that of the substr&te atom.

This means that the difference between Mechanism 1 and Mechanism 3B disap-

pears and that Mechanism 2 is equivalent to Mechanism 3A. Therefore. the
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Ml-dependence of this case is given &s

1 2 + 2′112

γ12γ23 2 + 〃12

EB 1 4

(-)
6

γ12γ23 3

10● lロI 101

H2

)6 =】.く28

Ml 〉28･

It)I lot

H2

(34)

lot IOI

H2

Fig･ 12 The M2-dependences Fig･ 13 The same as Fis･12, Fig･ 14 The same as Fis･

of threshold energies of but for O一事O on M2･ 12, but for XeーO on M2･

vari()us desorpLion mechanisms

for lteヰS onM2'Where 8o= 0･

3.2 The Bubstrate dependence of threshold energies at normal incidence

ln F主gs･ 12･ 13 and 14 もhe relative threshold energies Eth/EB at normal

incidence are plotted as a function of the atomic mass (M2) of the sub-

str-81{e atom for three different projectile-substrate combinations, i.e.,

He-S. 0-0, and Xe-0. These three combinations corresponds to the case of

〟13 く1, 〃13= 1' and FL13 〉1' respectively･
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In the case of He-S (Fig. 12) Mechanism 3B is もTrle threshold mechanism

for M2 く 4where〟12 〉1 and LL32 〉1･ For M2 〉4 the mass ratio LL12 is

less than unity and so there is the possibility that Mechanism 3A or

Mechanism 2 becomes the threshold mechanism･ Tn the gion of 4く M2 く

32● r12r23 is larger than r13 and so Mechanism3A is responsible for

the threshold mechanism･ For M2 ) 32 Mechanism 2 is the threshold

mechanism and the condition of FL32 くく1 is satisfied･ Then the M2 depen-

dence of the region of M2 〉32 is roughly expressed as

Eth 1 1 + LL12 8

-=

-〔

EB γ13 1･ 〟12/√2

(35)

ln the case of 0-0 (Fig. 13) the threshold energy of Mechanism 1 is

equal to that of Mechanism2･ Until M2 = 16 the mass ratio JL12 is larger

than unity and so Mechanism 3B is responsibel for the threshold mechanism.

From Fig8･ 12 and 13 we know that for 〟12 〉 1 Mechanism3B is always the

threshold mechanlsm･ Since JL12 く1 and M2 〉 M3 for M2 〉 16, the threshold

mecbanlsm is Mechanism 1 or 2 and the M2 dependence is well described by

Eq. (15).

In the case of Xe-0 (Fig･ ILニ) the mass ratios FL12 and JL32 are larger

than unity until M2 = 16 and so the threshold mech&nism3B･ The

threshold-energy curve of Mechanism 3B hafl the minimum value &t M2 = 58･7

which corresponds to √町有･ For M2 〉 16 the mass ratio 〟32 is less than

unity and so Mechanism 1 becomes the threshold mechanism.

3..3 AdBOrbate dependt3nQe tJf threshold energies at normal incidence

ln Figs･ 15･ 16 and 17 the relative threshold energies Eth/EB at normal

incidence are plotted against the atomic mass (M3) of the a･dsorbate atom

for thre色 different projectile-substrate combinations, i.e., H+Ni. Ar+W

and Xe+Ni･ These three combinations correspond to the case of JL12 くく1,
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1112 く1 and 〟12 〉 1, respectively･

lot IOI

H3

lOI Iot

H3

IOl lt)I

H3

Fig･ 15TheM3-dependences Fi&･ 16Thesameas Fig･ 15, Fig･ 17 Thesame as Fig･

of thresho一d energies of but for ArヰM3 0n U･ 15, but for Xe-州3 0n Nil

various desorption mechanisms

for H-M3 0n Ni,where 8o =0･

In the case of H+Ni (Fig. 15) the threshold mechanism ls Mechar!ism 2

until M3 = 58･7where the condition of JL12 くく FL32 く1 is satisfied･ When

M2 becomes larger than 58･7 the ineqllality MlくM2くM3 is held and so the

threshold mechanism is Mechanism 3A･ For FL12くく1 the M3 dependence of

Mech&nlsm 2 is represented by Eq. (35). and that of Mechanism 3A is given

by the upper formula o王 Eq. (34). AS the threshold-energy formula of

Mechanlsm 3A for JL12 くく1, we have the following expression 【6】･'

Eta 1

EB γ12γ23(1
-

γ12)
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which can be easily derived from Eq. (30) if one set m = O under the con-

dition oL LL12 (( 1･

In the case of Ar+W (Fig. 16) Mechanism I is the threshold mechanism

until M3 =39･35where the inequality JL32く FL12 く1 is satisfied･ ln

the･reglon of 39･5 く M2 く183･9 the Condition of 〝12 く 〟32 く1 is

satisfied and so Mech&nism 2 is the threshold mechanism.

]n the case of Xe+Ni (Fig. 17) Mechanism 1 is the threshold mechanisn!

until M3= 58･7● because of JL32.く1 and JL12 〉1･ When M3 is larger than

58.7 Mechanism 3B is threshold mechanism of which curve has the minimum

value &t M3 = 58･7･

From Figs. 9 through 17 we know that Mechanism 1 can not be responsible

the threshold mechanism for 〟32 〉 I and Mechanism 2 does not becomes the

threshold mechanism for FL 12 く1･ In Table 2 we summarize possible com-

binations of the projectile, substrate and adsorbate, and the Correspond-

ing threshold mech&nismr and the corresponding analytical formula at noト

too-oblique incidence.

3.4 The bombarding-angle dependence of threshold energle8

As ls known from Table 'Ll
each analytical formula has different

bombarding-angle dependence. The bombarding-angle dependence of the

threshold energy of Meehanlsm 3B is the strongest among the present for-

mulae &nd so even if Mechanism 3B is not the threshold mechanism at small

angles of incidence there is the possibility that Mechanism 3B will

become responsible for the threshold mechanism at large angles of

ineidenee.

When the angle of incidence becomes large, ve should take into account

the shadowing effect and the effective periodicity of surface atoms ex-

°ept for Mechanism 1 【2】. At present the binding energy of the adsorbate

atom is not well established for any adsorbate substrate Combination.

Therefore it is very difficult to estimate the shadowing effects
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reasonably and so in this paper this effect is not considered･ !n Figs･

18 throtlgh 23 the bombarding-angle dependences o王 threshold energies of

four mechanisms are shown for possible mechanisms listed in Table 2,

i.e.,

1) Fig. 18

2) Fig. 19

3) Fig. 20

4) Fig. 21

5) Fig. 22

6) Fig. 23

30 80 98

糾GLE OF INCIDEHC亡 tDEGR亡亡I

: MlくM2 くM3 (Heー S on Si)

: MlくM3 くM2 (H ー S on Ni)

: M2 く MlくM3 (Si → S on Al)

: M2 く M3 く Ml (Årー S on Si)

:･M3(Ml (M2 (Ar+ S on W )

: M3 ( M2 (M1 (Xe. S on Ni)

3EI 6O 80 O

flNGLE 8F 川CtBENCE tB(6REEl

コ0 6B
.9O

RNGしE 8F IHClt)【H⊂E tDEG打E亡)

Fis･ 18 The q)-dependences Fi苫･ 19 The same as Fi甚･ 18, Fis･ 20 The same as Fis･

of threshold energies of but for H→S on加i. 18, but for Sト■S on A].

various desorption mechanisms

for He.S on Si.

The threshold mechanisms of these six combinations at small angle of in-

cidence are Mechanism 3A, Mechanism 2, Mechanism 3B, Mechanism 3B,

Mechanism 1, and Mechanism I, respectively, which are coincident with the

threshold mechanisms of Table 2.
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30 60 80

RHGし亡aF tN【lBEIICE tOEGREE)

Fig. 21 The same as Fie. 18

but for Ar-●S on Si.

30 60 9D 0

RHGしE OF tN⊂tDEH【E tDEt;REE)

30 60 90

I柑GLE 8F いほIt)ENCE t旺GR亡E)

Fig. 22The same as Fig. 18, Fis. 23 The same as Fig.

but for Ar.N on lJ. 18, but for Xe-トH on Ni.

Except for Fig. 23 the threshold mechanism does not change ln the whole

region of 8o･ ln the case of M3くM2くMl the mass ratio JL12 is larger

than unity and so EBth has the second minimum value･ This is Why

Mechanlsm 3B Is responsible for the threshold mechanism for larger &ngles

oL incidence.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS

Assuming the random configuration of the &dsorb&te &tom and the 岳ub-

strate atom, analytic- formulae of the ion-induced desorption thresholds

have been derived for variotlS COmbinations of the projectile. tbe sub-

strate atom, and the adsorbate atom, where we adopted the isolated-

adsorbate-atom model.

The threshold mechanism corresponds･ to the minimum energy-loss process.

The minimum energy-loss condition says that the particle with the smallest
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mass among the projectile. the substrate atom and the adsorbate atom

should move in solids.

Within the present model of the isolated adsorbate atoms, it is found

that the Combinations of the projectile, the sllbstrate atom, and the ad-

sorbate atom can be classified into four caLtegOries. i.e.,

1) Mlく M2 く M3. 2) Mlく M3 く M2'

3) M2 ( Ml' M3 , 4) M3 ( Ml･ M2
7

where Ml' M2･ and M3 are the atomic masses of the projectile･ the sub-

strate atom, and the adsorbate atom, respectively. These four categories

have different analytic formulae of ion-induced desorption thresholds.

In the ease of the third Category mentioned above, the threshold energy

is a decreasing fllnCtion of the &ngle of ilけidence, meanwhile the

threshold energies of other three cases do not depend on the angle of in-

cldence so strongly.
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